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Wordcloud poll

What is the most important issue to discuss
today?
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Multiple-choice poll

"Regarding Mobility & Transportation, to
achieve New York's Carbon & Equity Goals, a
critical obstacle to overcome is..."
(1/2)

0 4 3

"The lack of a knowledge base to inform the development of
policies and programs that will support and drive electrification of
the Tier 2 segment for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles." -
Leonard Singh, Con Edison

26 %

“The absence of a view on EV infrastructure implementation
strategies that are greater than the value of their individual parts.”
- Kenneth Jack, Verizon

21 %

"The lack of a convening structure to identify and coordinate
sustainable funding options for clean transportation deployments
that address local conditions and meet the communities’ needs." -
Robyn Marquis, NYSERDA

9 %



Multiple-choice poll

"Regarding Mobility & Transportation, to
achieve New York's Carbon & Equity Goals, a
critical obstacle to overcome is..."
(2/2)

0 4 3

"Resiliency and backup power for electric charging." - Keith
Kerman, NYC DCAS

44 %



Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (1/4)

Did the 21Q3 Grid Modernization Task Force
achieve its milestone?
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Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (2/4)

Did the 21Q2 Buildings & Construction Task
Force achieve its milestone?
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Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (3/4)

Did the 21Q1 Critical Infrastructure & Resilience
Task Force achieve its milestone?
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Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (4/4)

Did the 20Q4 Mobility & Transportation Task
Force achieve its 12 month goal?
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Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/4)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)
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Wordcloud poll

Post Event Survey (2/4)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?
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Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(1/3)

0 1 0

As my first AEG meeting it was a

great experience. We had all the

most important stakeholders in the

room and talked about real,

impactful solutions. I also liked that

the meeting focuses on a specific

location. Made some great

connections too. - Dean Weng,

Kevala, Inc.

This was a great way to get

connected and think deeply with

peers who are trying to solve similar

problems. Kristen Roffi at Voltus

This was my first AEG event and I

cannot express enough how

empowering and exciting the

experience has been. HG’s ability to

create an environment to share and

exchange ideas and work

collaboratively to



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(2/3)

0 1 0

create solutions is nothing short of

phenomenal. This is an ideal

platform for tackling the most

difficult challenges in a

collaborative, competitive, and fun

way! Roger Daub Executive VP/Chief

of Staff Dynamic US, Inc

AEG has truly mastered the art of

stakeholder coordination and has

turned this model into collaboration

and action. This shows in the caliber

of

participants and their willingness to

volunteer for these critical task

forces. I am excited that NYSERDA

will now be a sponsor. (Robyn

Marquis)

I appreciate the focus on tangible

and achievable projects and results

for the challenges - and the

accountability expectations! - Sofia

Berger

AEG brings together talented,

motivated individuals to



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(3/3)

0 1 0

solve relevant problems in an

engaging manner.

AEG consistently provides the

chance to discuss critical issues with

an amazing crosse-section of

energy leaders. The quality of the

thought process coupled with HG

(and team) excellent facilitation

gives me hope that we can tackle

and solve our climate crisis

AEG brings together critical

stakeholders to deliver solutions to

important energy issues of our time.

Phyllis Kessler

Its a wonderful event to meet

various stakeholders and learn

more about challenges and

solutions for EV Grid

integration......Shishir Shekhar, Itron

Inc

I loved the collaborative approach to

problem solving with people of

various backgrounds and skills.

Mindy Chassin Horowitz



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/4)

Any suggestions?
0 0 4

Start later? 8 am a little early.

Look for carbon neutral / negative

tea! 🙂

Keep on keeping on!

The early portion (breakfast and

arrival) seemed disorganized. Need

mics during discussion portions so

everyone can hear.


